The Singapore Summit-Old Polemics and the Hope of Wile E. Coyote
(A post Summit re.lection)
by
Barry Austin GoodBield, Ph.D., DABFM

Perhaps one of the most important lessons that we can learn from Wile E. Coyote
as a teacher is not just tenacity but the wisdom to never look down. Remember the
Looney Tunes and Merrie Melodies series of cartoons when Wile E. Coyote tries to
eat the Road Runner? On the moment the Road Runner and Coyote were nose to
nose and Coyote looked down and the realization struck him that he was the only
one not standing on solid ground but magically able to de.ine gravity and
commonsense, it was at that time that reality came crashing in. When unrealistic
hope was confronted by factual reality.
When President Donald Trump returned home and declared “success” in his attempt
to address and resolve the issues of the denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula
some will see him as the personi.ication of Wile E. Coyote. Defying common sense
and standardized principles of diplomatic negotiations.
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One can re.lect upon a somewhat similar paradoxical interaction in American
history leading to the signing in December 1987 of the Intermediate-Range Nuclear
Forces Treaty, between a 54 year old, young and energetic, Mikhail Gorbachev and
an aging, elderly 76 year old Ronald Reagan.
Both adversaries in this case were younger then the president of the United States
when they sat across a negotiation table. Both Gorbachev and Kim Jong-un were
leaders of countries suffering major economic hardship at a bleak future. Gorbachev,
facing a seemingly endless struggle in Afghanistan and the threat of Star Wars as it
was called in the United States. Kim Jong-un, also is facing major economic hardship
in his country as well as international isolation as a world threat.
Both sides must seek political solutions for the sake of humanity. The hostel rhetoric
wrapped in irrational polemics — bold action seemed necessary to both leaders.
Strange as it may seem, the integration of paradox is faith, and so it is in this
circumstance, hope and faith can overcome doubt and disbelief.
Why is the comparison between Gorbachev and Kim Jong-un — Reagan and Trump
appropriate? All faced serious skepticism based on historic experience and what to
many seems like common sense. Both Reagan and Trump echoed the Russian
proverb, Доверяй, но проверяй; “Trust, but verify.” This cautionary remark
re.lected the need for hope and skepticism in the face of major possibility of
signi.icant geopolitical change.
Risk taking is in direct proportion to growth. Risk taking requires by de.inition
people who are willing and ready to confront the improbable and unlikely, with hope
and eyes wide open.
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Is this what we see with Kim and Trump? Of course, we all hope for peace but are we
willing to bet on the skill and motivation of these two improbable proponents, of
what seems to many based on years of experience, to be an impossible dream?
It seems to me, that the answer is simple — armed with the logical and
philosophical position of “trust, but verify” we have nothing to lose and everything
to gain.
If these two Singapore survivors are able to sell their improbable dream to their
people, who have been schooled for years to distrust anything said by the other, that
the similarities between North Korea and the case of the USSR for Reagan, and his
dealings with Gorbachev warranty consideration.
Turning crisis to creativity and opposition to opportunity is what all of these men
have in common. It is a need driven proposition. Their actions were predicated on a
belief in their own personal skills, rhetoric, and negotiation abilities. President
Trump’s desire to sit alone with Chairman Kim Jong-un, each with a simultaneous
translator, harkens back to the day when Gorbachev and Reagan sat alone with their
translators and spoke as two people. As improbable as it may have seemed, seeking
common ground with common sense produced life-saving, good judgment and
treaties that bene.ited us all.
The challenge is more than tactics and techniques it is overcoming the natural
human tendency to resist change in the face of opportunity. If a divided American
people can unite around opportunity as apposed to opposition we may be able to
reduce, and perhaps even eradicate, the threat posed by North Korea’s weapons of
mass destruction.
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Does a new day await us all? Perhaps the suspended of negative judgments by the
“national naysayers” and a belief in the hopes shown by Wile E. Coyote, with his
improbable aspirations might turn the Singapore Summit of Chairman Kim Jong-un
and President Donald Trump into an improbable reality saving our life and the lives
of our children. Who knows, we might even .ind peace before the predicted fall that
some skeptics imagine.

ref.:
Trust, but verify (Russian: Доверяй, но проверяй; Doveryai, no proveryai) is a Russian proverb
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